The MINIMUM-RECOMBINANT HAPLOTYPE CONFIGURATION problem (MRHC) has been highly successful in providing a sound combinatorial formulation for the important problem of genotype phasing on pedigrees. Despite several algorithmic advances that have improved the efficiency, its applicability to real data sets has been limited since it does not take into account some important phenomena such as mutations, genotyping errors, and missing data. In this work, we propose the MINIMUM-RECOMBINANT HAPLOTYPE CONFIGURATION WITH BOUNDED ERRORS problem (MRHCE), which extends the original MRHC formulation by incorporating the two most common characteristics of real data: errors and missing genotypes (including untyped individuals). We describe a practical algorithm for MRHCE that is based on a reduction to the well-known Satisfiability problem (SAT) and exploits recent advances in the constraint programming literature. An experimental analysis demonstrates the biological soundness of the phasing model and the effectiveness (on both accuracy and performance) of the algorithm under several scenarios. The analysis on real data and the comparison with state-of-the-art programs reveals that our approach couples better scalability to large and complex pedigrees with the explicit inclusion of genotyping errors into the model.
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INTRODUCTION
A FTER the first draft of the human genome was published in 2000, a huge research effort has been devoted to the discovery of genetic differences among the same-species individuals and to the characterization of their impact to the expression of different phenotypic traits such as disease susceptibility or drug resistance. The interest for this type of studies has recently involved also other species, such as livestock species for which the completion of the genome sequencing allowed the introduction of genomic data into breeding programs [1] . Most of the initial efforts in human genetic studies were driven by the International HapMap Project [2] which discovered, investigated, and characterized millions of genomic positions (called loci or sites) where different individuals carry different genetic subsequences (called alleles). The project has successfully characterized part of the human genetic diversity; therefore, analogous HapMap projects focused on the study of various other species (such as those of agricultural interest) have sprung.
In practice, unordered pairs of alleles coming from both parents of each studied individual are routinely collected, since determining the parental source of each allele is too time consuming and expensive to be performed on large studies [3] . The pairs of alleles located at a given set of loci of an individual are called the (multilocus) genotype of the individual, while the sequence of alleles that were inherited from a single parent is called a haplotype. Since haplotypes substantially increase the power of genetic variation studies [4] , accurate and efficient computational prediction of haplotypes from genotypes is highly desirable. Mendelian inheritance laws, which govern the transmission of genetic material from parents to children, have been effectively used to improve the accuracy of methods for haplotype inference (HI) from genotypes. This issue leads to the general problem of Haplotype Inference on pedigrees, asking for a haplotype configuration consistent with a given observed genotype.
While the HI problem has been successfully tackled by classic statistical methods (such as Lander-Green [5] and Elson-Stewart [6] ), the increasing density and length of genotypes due to the advance of high-throughput and highdensity SNP genotyping technologies, pose new hurdles. In fact those methods are not designed to scale well on large data sets and they do not take directly into account the presence of Linkage Disequilibrium among loci in the founder population.
Combinatorial formulations have been proposed to overcome such limitations. Since there can exist an exponential number of consistent haplotype configurations, we need an additional criterion for choosing the "right" haplotype configuration among those compatible with the input data. The genetic linkage between neighboring loci has inspired parsimonious formulations of the HI problem that look for a configuration minimizing the number of variation events in the resulting haplotyped pedigree. In particular, a formulation called MINIMUM-RECOMBINANT HAPLOTYPE CONFIGURATION (MRHC) [7] , [8] has been shown to be a successful approach. The aim of this formulation is the computation of a haplotype configuration inducing the minimum number of recombinations among those that are consistent with an input genotyped pedigree. The formulation naturally arises since recombinations are the most common source of genetic variation. Another formulation of the HI problem where mutations, instead of recombinations, are allowed has also been proposed and solved by an ILP-based algorithm [9] . An efficient heuristic that allows for both recombinations and mutations has been proposed in [10] .
Despite several remarkable advances in genotyping technologies, genotypes are usually affected by a small percentage of errors which, even at very small rates (<0:5 percent), could significantly affect the outcome of subsequent analyses if errors are not properly handled [11] . Moreover, missing genotypes could represent a significant portion (5 percent or more) of the data set due to uncertainty in genotype call procedures or unavailability of the DNA sample of some individuals of the pedigree. The combined presence of genotyping errors and missing data, as in almost all current data set, negatively influences the accuracy of the haplotype inference process. Nonetheless, they are not included in the original MRHC formulation, limiting the applicability and the practical relevance of the MRHC model.
In this paper, we address the previous crucial issues by proposing the MINIMUM-RECOMBINANT HAPLOTYPE CONFIGURATION WITH BOUNDED ERRORS (MRHCE) problem, which extends the MRHC formulation by allowing missing genotypes and at most e genotyping errors in addition to recombination events (the value of e is part of the input, together with the genotyped pedigree). Polynomialtime exact algorithms for MRHCE are unlikely to exist since the MRHC problem is itself APX-hard [12] . Nonetheless, in the paper, we explore a computational approach for the solution of MRHCE problem that is based on an exact algorithm for a parameterized version of MRHCE, that we call (ðr; eÞ-HC), where also the number of recombinations is upper bounded by a parameter r. Clearly, an algorithm which solves ðr; eÞ-HC can then be used to solve the MRHCE problem.
The main contribution of this paper is a practical and efficient exact algorithm for MRHCE, based on a new algorithm which solves ðr; eÞ-HC by reducing the latter to the well-known Satisfiability problem (SAT), for which extremely efficient solvers are available. Both the definition of the MRHCE problem and the computational approach that we propose show great flexibility in processing different data sets since the choice of the maximum number e of genotyping errors can be performed according to the characteristics of the input genotypes.
An extensive in silico experimental analysis, over both simulated data (generated with a biologically sound model, according to [13] , [14] , [15] ) and real data, shows that our computational approach achieves two important goals: First, it scales better than state-of-the-art combinatorial methods for HI on large and complex pedigrees. Second and more important, it generally improves the accuracy of the predicted haplotypes since the MRHCE formulation is more adherent to the characteristics of real data than the existing MRHC problem. Indeed, the experimentation on a real dairy cattle population revealed a likely, but hardly detectable, genotyping error which, if ignored, could have affected the accuracy of the reconstructed haplotypes.
THE COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEM
In this section, we define the basic notions that will be studied in the rest of the work. A pedigree graph is an oriented acyclic graph P ¼ ðV ; EÞ such that 1) vertices correspond to individuals and are partitioned into male and female vertices (i.e., V ¼ M [ F , M \ F ¼ ;), 2) each vertex has in-degree 0 or 2, and 3) if a vertex has in-degree 2, then one edge must come from a male node and the other from a female node. If a vertex v has in-degree 0, then v is called founder. For each edge ðp; cÞ 2 E, we say that p is a parent of c and c is a child of p. More precisely, p is the father (mother, resp.) of c if p is male (female, resp.).
The (possibly incomplete) genotype of an individual i is an n-long vector g i over the set f0; 1; 2; Ãg where we follow the convention of encoding the unordered pair of alleles f0; 0g as 0, f1; 1g as 1, and f0; 1g as 2, while Ã represents a missing (or "not called") genotype. A genotype is complete if it does not contain the Ã element, otherwise is incomplete. An individual c is said to be heterozygous in a given locus i if g c ½i ¼ 2, and homozygous if g c ½i 2 f0; 1g. A haplotype of an individual i is an n-long binary vector h i which represents the alleles that individual i inherited from one of its parents. As a consequence, two haplotypes are associated with an individual i-the paternal haplotype h 0 i and the maternal haplotype h 1 i -composed by the alleles inherited by the father and the mother, respectively. A pair of haplotypes ðh 0 i ; h 1 i Þ associated with an individual i is consistent with its observed genotype g i in a locus l if 1) the genotype of individual i at locus l is missing (g i ½l ¼ Ã), or 2) individual i is homozygous at locus l and h 0 i ½l ¼ h 1 i ½l ¼ g i ½l, or 3) individual i is heterozygous at locus l and fh 0 i ½l; h 1 i ½lg ¼ f0; 1g. A haplotype configuration H is an assignment of a pair of haplotypes ðh 0 i ; h 1 i Þ to each individual i and a pair of source vectors ðs 0 i ; s 1 i Þ to each nonfounder individual i of the pedigree. A source vector is a binary n-long vector s p i associated with a haplotype h p i , where p 2 f0; 1g, indicates if the allele h p i ½l has been inherited from the paternal (s p i ½l ¼ 0) or maternal (s p i ½l ¼ 1) haplotype of the father (p ¼ 0) or the mother (p ¼ 1) of individual i. A haplotype configuration H is consistent with the Mendelian laws of inheritance if for every locus l and for every nonfounder individual i, the pair of haplotypes ðh 0 i ; h 1 i Þ assigned to i satisfies the following conditions: 1) h 0 i ½l ¼ h
f ½l where f is the father of i, and 2) h 1 i ½l ¼ h s 1 i ½l m ½l where m is the mother of i. A haplotype h p i of individual i, inherited either from the father (p ¼ 0) or from the mother (p ¼ 1), contains a recombination at locus l > 0 if s p i ½l À 1 6 ¼ s p i ½l. The main problem we investigate in the paper generalizes the MINIMUM-RECOMBINANT HAPLOTYPE CONFIGURA-TION problem [8] by also allowing at most e genotyping errors and is formalized as follows:
MINIMUM-RECOMBINANT HAPLOTYPE CONFIGURA-TION WITH BOUNDED ERRORS problem.
Input: A genotyped pedigree P with incomplete genotypes and a nonnegative integer value e.
Output: A haplotype configuration H for the genotyped pedigree P , such that 1) H is consistent with the Mendelian laws of inheritance; 2) H is consistent with the observed genotypes in all but at most e cases; and 3) H induces the minimum number of recombinations.
The reason for providing in input the bound e for the number of errors instead of optimizing over both recombinations and errors is due to the observation that a single optimization criterion which attempts to weight differently the number of recombinations and errors in order to provide a single measure of the cost of the solution likely introduces some unpredictable and subtle bias toward recombinations or errors. For example, it is known (and we provide further evidence in the discussion of the experimental evaluation) that a single genotyping error could produce a number of apparent recombinations if errors are not properly considered during the HI process. However, the exact amount of spurious recombinations that the error produces is highly variable and depends on the local structure of the pedigree where the error is located. Therefore, the choice of the weights assigned to recombinations and errors would be crucial for the detection of the true genotyping errors without increasing the number of false positives. Instead, the bound e that we use in our formulation is directly related to the characteristics of the data set (for example, it depends on the quality of the DNA sample or the quality of the genotype calls) for which the researcher can provide a good estimate.
Our approach for the solution of the MRHCE problem is based on the solution of a parameterized version of MRHCE which asks for a haplotype configuration (if such a configuration exists) inducing at most r recombinations and e errors. If r or e are 1, then the corresponding values are intended as unbounded. This problem has been called ðr; eÞ-HAPLOTYPE CONFIGURATION problem and is formalized as follows:
ðr; eÞ-HAPLOTYPE CONFIGURATION problem. Input: A genotyped pedigree P with possibly incomplete genotypes.
Output: A haplotype configuration H for the genotyped pedigree P such that 1) H is consistent with the Mendelian laws of inheritance; 2) H is consistent with the observed genotypes in all but at most e cases; and 3) H contains at most r recombinations.
Clearly, an algorithm for the ðr; eÞ-HC problem can be used to solve the general MRHCE problem. While in this paper we mainly use the ðr; eÞ-HC problem as an "intermediate" step for the design of an algorithm for MRHCE, this formulation and its algorithm could be of independent interest. In fact, the ðr; eÞ-HC formulation allows the researcher to freely choose the two parameters r and e according to the characteristics of the input data set and obtaining, for example, lower or upper bounds of the number of recombinations and errors needed to solve the instance.
ALGORITHMS
In this section, we present an approach for the solution of the MRHCE problem. The description of the approach is composed by two parts: In the first part, we describe a polynomial reduction of the ðr; eÞ-HC problem to the Satisfiability problem (SAT) such that a truth assignment of the Boolean formula (if it exists) can be immediately translated into a feasible solution of ðr; eÞ-HC. The reduction is designed to exploit some recent advances in the constraint programming literature as well as some features of the best-performing SAT solvers, so that a solution of ðr; eÞ-HC can be computed efficiently. In the second part, we show how the algorithm for ðr; eÞ-HC can be used to solve the MRHCE problem.
Reducing ðr; eÞ-HC to SAT
A main technical device of this work consists of a reduction from ðr; eÞ-HC to SAT. In this work, an instance of SAT is a set of "extended clauses," where each extended clause is either the disjunction or the exclusive-OR (XOR) of literals (i.e., variables or their negation). The instance is satisfiable if and only if all the extended clauses are satisfiable. We slightly abuse the language by indicating also the exclusive-OR of literals with the term "clause"-since XORs of literals are additions over the Z Z 2 field, our reduction is simplified. Moreover, one SAT solver that we extensively used in our experimentation-CryptoMiniSat (http://www.msoos. org/cryptominisat2)-is able to handle instances composed by such extended clauses and exploits the additional information provided by the XOR operator in order to possibly speed up the resolution. At the same time, our reduction can be easily adapted to compute a standard SAT instance in conjunctive normal form (CNF) and, hence, processed by any other SAT solver. We tested our implementation with some state-of-the-art SAT solvers before settling on two solvers that proved to be fastest on several test instances: CryptoMiniSat and clasp (http:// www.cs.uni-potsdam.de/clasp/). CryptoMiniSat in particular has excelled in the 2011 SAT Competition. We point out that both solvers are able to recognize when an instance is unsatisfiable (this property is crucial in our approach) and that we have not needed to closely study them, since we use them as black boxes.
In the following, we denote with È the exclusive-OR, with ¼ the equivalence, with^the conjunction, with _ the disjunction, and with : the negation.
To guide the reader, first we present the reduction for the case of unbounded number of recombinations and errors. Then, we will deal with the general problem ðr; eÞ-HC.
In our reduction, we use some Boolean variables where . h 0 i ½l, h 1 i ½l, each of which is true if the corresponding allele of the paternal and maternal haplotypes of individual i at locus l is equal to 1, and false if it is equal to 0;
. s p i ½l, which is true if the source vector of individual i associated with its paternal haplotype (p ¼ 0) or its maternal haplotype (p ¼ 1) at locus l is equal to 1, and false if it is equal to 0; . r p i ½l, which is true iff a recombination has occurred between individual i and its father (p ¼ 0) or its mother (p ¼ 1) at locus l (i.e., if s p i ½l À 1 6 ¼ s p i ½l); . e i ½l, which is true iff the pair of haplotypes is not consistent with the observed genotypes for individual i in locus l. To better describe our model and the associated SAT instance, we will put on the left the constraint we are imposing and on the right the corresponding clauses, preceded by the condition under which the constraint must hold.
A ð1; 1Þ-HC instance can be encoded by the logic formula consisting of the conjunction of the following clauses which encodes three kinds of constraints: 1) constraints for Mendelian laws consistency, 2) constraints for genotype consistency, and 3) constraints for recombination representation.
The first class of constraints ensures the consistency with the Mendelian laws of inheritance between a nonfounder individual i and its parent . In other words, each allele of the haplotype of i inherited from must be equal to one allele of one of the haplotypes of depending on the variable
Notice that the last two clauses that encode this constraint are implied by the other clauses. However, their explicit inclusion in our formulation improves the propagating behavior and the overall efficiency of the SAT solver [16] .
The second class of constraints ensures that the computed haplotypes are either consistent with the observed genotypes or that variable e i ½l is true. This leads to three different equations depending on the observed genotype (clearly no constraint is needed for an individual i and locus l where the genotype g i ½l is missing).
The last class of constraints ensures that r p i ½l is true when there is a recombination between individual i and its parent at locus l (i.e., s p
The conjunction of all previous clauses is an instance of ð1; 1Þ-HC. Notice that the total number of variables and clauses is OðnmÞ, where n is the pedigree size and m the length of the genotype.
To bound the total number of errors and recombination, that is moving to ðr; eÞ-HC, we simply add two cardinality constraints:
Converting a cardinality constraint of the form P 1 i t x i k in a compact Boolean formula is not straightforward since a naïve approach would consider all the subsets of k elements and, thus, would produce an exponential number of clauses, ruling out even moderate instances. This problem of devising an "efficient" encoding of a cardinality constraint into a CNF formula has been investigated in the constraint programming literature and a promising approach has been recently proposed. This technique is based on the construction of cardinality networks [17] and essentially sorts the set X ¼ fx 1 ; . . . ; x t g of variables composing the constraint in order to obtain a permutation y 1 ; . . . ; y t h iof X such that whenever y i is false, then all variables y j for j > i are also false. Consequently, bounding to k the number of variables of X assigned to true consists of forcing variable y kþ1 to be false. Two advantages of the cardinality network approach are that only Oðt log 2 kÞ additional clauses are required to encode a cardinality constraint on t variables with upper bound k and that arc-consistency under unit propagation is preserved, which improves the performances of modern SAT solvers.
To enforce the two cardinality constraints on the number of errors and recombinations, respectively, we have to encode two cardinality networks on the error and recombination Boolean variables, respectively, and to force variables y 0 eþ1 and y 00 rþ1 to be false, where y 0 i and y 00 i are the variables the two permutations computed by two cardinality networks on the error and recombination variables, respectively. As a consequence, the total number of clauses needed to encode an instance of ðr; eÞ-HC is OðnmÞ þ Oðnm log 2 maxfr; egÞ, which is Oðnm log 2 nmÞ. We refer the reader to [17] for the detailed description of the clauses required to encode the cardinality constraints.
An Algorithm for MRHCE
The algorithm for MRHCE computes the minimum number of recombinations needed to solve the instance (while allowing at most e genotyping errors) by mimicking the behavior of a binary search and invoking SOLVE_REHC P ; r; e for different values of r. There are two phases. In the first phase, we find two values r lb ¼ 2 iÀ1 À 1, r ub ¼ 2 i À 1 for some integer i and such that a solution with at most r ub recombinations and at most e errors exists but a solution with at most r lb recombinations and at most e errors does not. This step consists of trying increasing values of i until we execute a SOLVE_REHC P ; 2 i À 1; e that returns a solution.
The second phase maintains the invariant that r ub recombinations suffice while r lb not. We perform a binary search on the interval ½r lb ; r ub to determine the minimum value of r in the set for which SOLVE_REHC P ; r; e returns a solution. It is immediate to notice that r ub is the minimum number of recombinations compatible with at most e errors. The search of the minimum-recombinant haplotype configuration with at most e errors requires at most 2dlog 2 r ub e À 1 calls to SOLVE_REHC.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
An implementation of our algorithm, called REHCSTAR, is released under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL) version 3 or later and is available at http:// www.algolab.eu/reHCstar along with the user documentation and some examples.
We used our implementation, REHCSTAR, to investigate feasibility, accuracy, and performance of our approach under several scenarios. First, we analyzed the effect of changing the main parameters (such as pedigree size, missing probability, etc.) on the accuracy and the performance of our algorithm. Second, we compared REHCSTAR with a state-of-the-art combinatorial approach-PedPhase 2.1 [18] -that has been proposed for the MINIMUM-RECOMBI-NANT HAPLOTYPE CONFIGURATION problem. We have also tried to include PedPhase 3.0 [19] in our comparison; unfortunately, this program has been able to complete only a very small portion of the instances within the time limit, therefore we have excluded PedPhase 3.0 from our analysis.
Third, we tested REHCSTAR on a complex pedigree of a real dairy cattle population, to validate the soundness of the MRHCE formulation and to assess the ability of REHCSTAR to handle real and complex instances.
Evaluation on Random Instances
We evaluated how the main problem parameters-pedigree size (n), genotype length (m), recombination frequency (), error rate ("), and missing probability ()-affect the accuracy and the performance of REHCSTAR.
Random data have been generated by a genetic marker simulator-QMSim [15] -which has been developed to simulate large-scale genomic data in livestock populations, thus allowing our tests to be run on realistic instances. We used QMSim to simulate the evolution of a population whose genome is composed by n c independent chromosomes of m evenly spaced SNP markers, along 200 historical generations. The evolution was simulated according to the recurrent mutation model with mutation rate 2:5Á10 À5 and assuming an expansion of the historical population from 500 individuals of the first generation to 1,000 individuals (500 males and 500 females) of the last (200th) generation. Then, QMSim randomly select n f pedigree founder individuals from the last historical generation (half of them males and half females). Starting from the selected founders, QMSim randomly generates a n g -generation pedigree by randomly mating two individuals and generating two, three, or four children with probability 0.4, 0.4, and 0.2, respectively. Each new generation is set to be approximately 50 percent larger than that of its parents and approximately 75 percent of the individuals of the previous generation are culled at random after the creation of a new generation. While the pedigree size is clearly dependent on the parameters n f and n g , pedigrees with different sizes might be generated using the same values for the parameters n f and n g . QMSim recursively generates the haplotype configuration of the pedigree by simulating crossovers (accounting also for crossover interference) of the parent's haplotypes using a Poisson model. Crossover (hence recombination) frequency depends on the given intramarker genetic distance , expressed in centiMorgan (cM).
Since different chromosomes are not linked, we decided to derive from each n c -chromosome genotypes, n c unichromosomal distinct instances with a common pedigree. Missing genotypes were simulated by "masking" the genotype of each individual at each locus with uniform probability . Genotyping errors were simulated by replacing the original genotype with a different pair of alleles for a random sample of the nonmissing genotype positions. The cardinality of the random sample was computed as a fraction " of the set composed by the nonmissing genotype loci of each individual.
Accuracy of the haplotype configuration computed by REHCSTAR on each instance has been evaluated with respect to the original one according to genotype imputation error rate (the fraction of missing genotypes that have been incorrectly imputed) and haplotyping error rate (the fraction of alleles that have been incorrectly predicted). The latter ratio has been computed for the nonmissing genotypes as well as for all loci. Accuracy of the recombinations and genotyping errors computed by REHCSTAR has been evaluated according to recombination and error sensitivity (the fraction of real recombinations and errors, respectively, that have been correctly predicted) and recombination and error positive predictive value (the fraction of predicted recombinations and errors, respectively, that are also real recombinations and errors, respectively). A recombination (or error) is real if it is present in the simulated haplotype configuration, and it is considered as correctly predicted if the haplotype configuration computed by REHCSTAR induces a recombination (or error) exactly in the same haplotype (genotype, in case of errors) and at the same locus of the real recombination (or error). Performance has been evaluated considering the average and the maximum running time required by REHCSTAR to solve each instance on a standard workstation (2.8 GHz CPU). A third performance measure (completed instances) is the number of instances solved within a 1-hour time limit. While the time limit is arbitrary, it is not excessively small since most of the instances have been solved within the time limit, while allowing to discriminate the efficiency of the programs and to reduce the overall time needed to perform the experiments. We have chosen a base set of reasonable values for the parameters: n f ¼ 50, n g ¼ 3, m ¼ 50, ¼ 0:5ðcMÞ, " ¼ 0:005, and ¼ 0:05. We performed five series of tests; in each of these series only one parameter is allowed to assume different values, while the other four parameters are fixed to the base value. We generated 10 different pedigrees on a genome composed of 10 independent chromosomes for each combination of the parameters' values, thus obtaining 100 different instances for each combination. Since the value of e depends on a prior knowledge of the quality of the input genotypes, we computed its value as a constant proportion " of the total number of error variables. For this experimental part, we used CryptoMiniSat 2.9.1 as SAT solver (which has been integrated directly into REHCSTAR) since it performed better in terms of performance than clasp on a small random subset of test instances. Table 1 summarizes the accuracy and the performance of REHCSTAR on the five series that compose this experimental part. The best value (and the second best value if it differs less than 0.001 from the best one) for each row is boldfaced in order to highlight the effects that parameter variations have on the outcome. Since pedigree size (n) is dependent, but not completely determined, by parameters n f and n g , in the table we reported the average pedigree size in addition to the accuracy and performance measures described above. REHCSTAR was able to solve almost all the test instances (1,671 out of 1,700) within the 1-hour time limit. The instances that were not solved within the time limit are prevalently (27 out of 29) the ones with the longest genotypes (m ¼ 150) in the series where we increased the genotype length. Please observe that, since the intramarker recombination frequency is kept constant in that series, the expected number of recombinations (hence r) grows with the genotype length. Therefore, as the genotype length increases, REHCSTAR has to both 1) solve SAT instances larger than the average (since the size of the SAT instances linearly depends on m and n and logarithmically depends on r) and 2) solve more SAT instances than the average (since the number of times which procedure SOLVE_REHC is called by SOLVE_MRHCE depends, albeit logarithmically, on r). A similar trend can be noted on the average running times of the series where pedigree size has been increased. In fact, the value of the product n Á m in the case n f ¼ 4; n g ¼ 4 is a bit larger than (but quite similar to) the one of the case m ¼ 100 of the series where genotype length has been increased. Similarly, the average running time (247:7 s) of the first case is a bit larger than (but comparable with) the one of the second case (208:8 s). The other three parameters-, ", and -have less influence on the average running times than pedigree size and genotype length.
TABLE 1 Summary of Accuracy and Performance Obtained by REHCSTAR on Randomly Generated Instances
Each table refers to a series of tests where only one parameter has been varied. The base values of the parameters are: number of founders n f ¼ 2, number of generations n g ¼ 3, genotype length m ¼ 50, recombination frequency ¼ 0:5 (in centiMorgan), error rate " ¼ 0:005, and missing probability ¼ 0:05. The best result for each row is boldfaced. The second best result for each row is boldfaced if it differs less than 0.001 from the best one.
Another trend is that the more information we have (i.e., larger pedigrees or longer genotypes), the lower the error rates. This phenomenon is quite expected, even though some exceptions can be noted in the table. For instance, the best average genotype imputation error rate is for the smallest pedigrees instead of the largest (Table 1a) , and the same holds for error sensitivity and positive predictive value. Still, the difference between those values is very small (only the third significant digit changes); therefore, it is hard to infer any reasonable consequence from that. A similar argument can be made also for the average genotype imputation error rate when varying the genotype length (Table 1b) .
The results appears to be generally accurate in term of average haplotyping error rate (computed on both all and nonmissing loci). An outlier is the case ¼ 0:02 in the test series where recombination frequency has been varied ( Table 1c ). The analysis of the average error rates of instances of this case revealed that 54 haplotype configurations out of 100 were recovered without haplotyping errors (error rate equal to 0), while a significant fraction of the remaining ones have an high average haplotyping error rate (10 haplotype configurations have error rates greater than 0.10). Moreover, most of the haplotyping errors are concentrated in a small number of individuals. This peculiar (but rare) pattern of errors is probably consequence of two factors: first, the low genetic diversity caused by the absence of recombinations (with ¼ 0:02, no recombinations are expected) and, second, the presence of individuals which mate with one of their offspring. In absence of recombinations, this mating system, which is quite common in animal populations, potentially increases the number of haplotype configurations with no recombinations. In fact, the haplotype of an individual i 1 such that one of its parents i 2 is a descendant of the other parent i 3 could be inherited either from i 2 or directly from i 3 , since one of the haplotypes of i 2 coincides with one of the haplotypes of i 3 . Since REHCSTAR reports only one of the possible haplotype configurations with the minimum number of recombinations, the computed haplotype configuration could be slightly different from the one generated by the simulator. As the recombination frequency increases, the genetic diversity increases too, REHCSTAR is then more able to distinguish the parental origin of each haplotype and, indeed, the haplotyping error rate decreases (as can be seen in Table 1c ).
In our opinion, this behavior is not a problem for two different reasons: First, such a low recombination frequency has been artificially chosen to evaluate our approach also in the case where no recombinations are present. Recombinations are instead virtually always present in real instances since the genetic distance (hence the recombination frequency) between the first and the last marker of a SNP panel is substantially higher than the one we simulated. Second, we adopted the strictest possible definition of haplotyping error rate, which also considers the parental origin of each haplotype. Such definition could produce high error rates even if the haplotypes computed are correct, except for the phase. In fact, if we compute the average Hamming distance between the generated and computed haplotypes (discarding their parental origin) for the results of these 100 instances, we obtain an error rate equal to 0.005 (and 8 Á 10 À4 if we restrict only to nonmissing loci). A strict or a "relaxed" definition of haplotyping errors should be chosen to judge prediction accuracy depending on the downstream analyses that have to be performed. REHCSTAR is accurate in term of average genotype imputation error, which is always less than 2.5 percent. Moreover, it is also able to precisely detect genotyping errors. In fact, the average error sensitivity and positive predictive value are greater than 97 percent in all but one cases. This case, namely the one with ¼ 2 in Table 1c , is characterized by an high number of recombinations, which could "mask" the presence of some genotyping errors. As expected, since a single set of haplotypes could induce different sets of recombination events and hence a unique set of recombination events can be hardly determined, the sensitivities and positive predictive values are lower for recombinations than for errors. However, the average recombination sensitivity and positive predictive value are still generally greater than 90 percent and they are lower only for instances where the amount of available information decreases (e.g., for small pedigrees, for high error rates, for high missing probabilities).
Comparison with PedPhase
In this second part, we compared accuracy and performance of REHCSTAR with another state-of-the-art approach for the haplotype inference problem on pedigrees: Ped-Phase 2.1, that combines an exact ILP-based algorithm for the MRHC problem with a maximum likelihood selection of the haplotype configuration when multiple optimal solutions exist. Please notice that PedPhase 2.1 allows recombination events and missing genotypes, but it does not allow genotyping errors. As a consequence, the comparison of REHCSTAR with PedPhase 2.1 involved randomly generated haplotype configurations without genotyping errors.
Similarly to the previous experimental part, we performed four series of tests: in each series, only one parameter among pedigree size (n), genotype length (m), recombination probability (), and missing probability () has been allowed to assume different values, while the others were fixed to reasonable default values. Since instances with no genotyping errors are generally easier to solve that instances with genotyping errors, in these series we choose larger default values to properly compare the efficiency of the two methods. In particular, we increased the default number of founders (n f ) to 6 and the default genotype length (m) to 100. Five pedigrees of populations whose genome is composed by six chromosomes have been generated for each choice of the parameters using QMSim as described in the previous experimental part, for a total of 30 instances per choice. Similarly, accuracy and performance of the two approaches have been evaluated according to the measures previously defined. Also, in this experimental part, Crypto-MiniSat 2.9.1 has been used as SAT solver. The running time has been arbitrarily limited to 1 hour for evaluating the ability of the two approaches of computing a solution in a reasonable amount of time. Figs. 1, 2, 3 , and 4 summarize accuracy and performances of the two approaches in the four series of tests. In particular, the first six plots of each figure represent the trend of the median of a single accuracy or performance measure dependent on the variation of the parameter. The last plot of each figure represents the trend of the number of instances solved within the time limit. Besides representing the accuracy or performance of REHCSTAR and PedPhase 2.1, each plot also represents (with a dashed line) the accuracy or performance of REHCSTAR computed on the subset of instances which were also solved by PedPhase 2.1. Please notice that this additional lines allows a direct comparison of REHCSTAR and PedPhase 2.1, since all the instances solved by PedPhase 2.1 within the time limit were also solved by REHCSTAR. Supplementary Figs. S.1 Figs. 1, 2, 3 , and 4 by representing, for each data series, the interval between the first and the third quartiles.
In the first series of tests ( Fig. 1) , genotype length ranged from 100 to 1,000 loci while the other parameters were assigned the values n f ¼ 6, n g ¼ 3, ¼ 0:5cM, and ¼ 0:05. The average size of the pedigrees generated in this series is 47.9. The first observation is that our algorithm, REHCSTAR, scaled better than PedPhase 2.1 to genotypes longer than 200. In fact, REHCSTAR was able to process within the time limit all the instances with genotype length at most 400, 20 instances out of 30 with genotype length 800, and eight instances out of 30 with length 1,000 (Fig. 1g ). PedPhase 2.1 was instead able to solve almost all the instances of length at most 200, but only 33 instances out of 60 with length 300 and 400, and only one instance of length 800 or more (out of 60). Also, the running times present the same trend: PedPhase 2.1 generally requires considerably more time than REHCSTAR to solve instances with genotype length at least 300. Especially noteworthy is that the only instance of length 800 solved by PedPhase 2.1 is also the one (among the other with same genotype length) which was solved by REHCSTAR in the minimum amount of time. In our opinion, this is a clear indication that some instances are easier to solve by combinatorial methods than others, even among a set of genotyped pedigrees generated with the same parameters.
Accuracy of the results does not appear to be heavily influenced by genotype length and is similar for the two approaches. In fact, we have tested the possibility that PedPhase 2.1 is better than REHCSTAR against the null hypothesis that the accuracy of the two approaches is the same, measured as the number of cases in which Ped-Phase 2.1 performed better than REHCSTAR. The resulting pvalues are larger than ¼ 0:05; therefore, there is no statistically significant difference in the accuracy of the two methods. In the second series of tests (Fig. 2) , the pedigree size has been progressively increased by changing the number of founders n f and the number of generations n g . Fig. 1 . Comparison of REHCSTAR with PedPhase 2.1 on instances with increasing genotype length m. The other parameters are fixed as follows: n f ¼ 6, n g ¼ 3, ¼ 0:5cM, and ¼ 0:05. Except for (g), each plot represents the median of a single measure of accuracy or performance versus the genotype length. The two solid lines refer to REHCSTAR and PedPhase 2.1 (on all instances each of them is able to solve), while the dashed line refers to REHCSTAR only on the instances which were also solved by PedPhase 2.1.
In particular, the four combinations of n f and n g that we considered are ð4; 3Þ, ð4; 4Þ, ð6; 4Þ, and ð6; 5Þ which generated pedigrees with average size of 29.2, 42.2, 73.8, and 103.4. Unsurprisingly, the results of this series confirm the trend we previously discussed: as the instances become larger, the running times increase and PedPhase is able to solve less instances within the time limit. Notice that REHCSTAR solved all the instances within the time limit. The trends, both of the number of completed instances and of the running times, are less dramatic than the previous series. However, also the difference of the pedigree sizes between the smallest and largest case is much smaller than the difference between the maximum and the minimum genotype length of the previous series. Haplotyping error rates (both on all and nonmissing loci) and recombination positive predictive value appear to be only slightly influenced by the variation of pedigree sizes. Recombination sensitivity and genotype imputation error rate generally improve as pedigrees becomes larger. This trend agrees with our observation in Section 4.1: the more information we have, the better the accuracy. In our opinion, the median genotype imputation rate for PedPhase 2.1 in the case with maximum pedigree size should be considered an outlier since it is computed only on six instances out of 30. In this case, a binomial test rejected the hypotheses that REHCSTAR and PedPhase 2.1 have similar accuracy in terms of genotype imputation error rate, recombination sensitivity and recombination positive predictive value (with ¼ 0:05). Nevertheless, this result does not translate to haplotyping error rates, where the binomial test failed to find a statistically significant difference.
In the third series of tests ( Fig. 3) , we varied the recombination frequency from a minimum of 0:1cM to a maximum of 3cM. The average size of the pedigrees generated in this series is 48.04. The trends of the performance of the two approaches are similar to those of the first two series. In particular, PedPhase 2.1 failed to solve six instances with ¼ 2cM and 17 instances with ¼ 3cM, while REHCSTAR solved all the instances within the time limit. PedPhase 2.1 was noticeably faster than REHCSTAR in the cases with small recombination frequency is 0.5 or 1, while it became slower than REHCSTAR for ! 2. In our opinion, this trend suggests that PedPhase 2.1 running times are heavily dependent on the number of recombinations r, while our algorithm has a logarithmic dependency on the number of recombinations, resulting in a clear advantage for larger values of r. Trends of accuracy measures confirm our previous observations: the accuracy of the results slightly decreases as the recombination frequency increases. However, the haplotype configurations computed by the two approaches are accurate (for example, median haplotyping and genotype imputation error rate are always less than 1 and 3 percent), even for the worst case ¼ 3cM. PedPhase 2.1 is significantly more accurate than REHCSTAR in imputing genotypes according to a binomial test on average genotype imputation error rate with ¼ 0:05, but no statistically significant differences are found on the other accuracy measures.
In the fourth series of tests ( Fig. 4) , missing probability varied from 0 (no missing genotypes) to 0.2. Missing probability appears to have less influence than the other parameters on the performances of the two approaches. PedPhase 2.1 failed to solve a few (from 3 to 5) instances at each level of missing probability while REHCSTAR solved all the instances within the time limit. Both approaches are able to reconstruct an accurate haplotype configuration at every missing probability levels when considering haplotyping error rate. On the other hand, recombination sensitivity and positive predictive value decrease as the proportion of missing genotypes increases. PedPhase 2.1 detected recombinations with significantly better sensitivity and positive predictive value than REHCSTAR according to a binomial test with ¼ 0:05, but the differences on the other accuracy measures are not statistically significant.
Some final remarks are in order. First of all, we argue that the haplotyping error rate is one prominent accuracy measure for most of the downstream analysis purposes. Therefore, it should be considered as one of the most important measures, and on that measure of accuracy the two approaches are not statistically different. Moreover, it is impossible to state that one of the methods dominates the other (accuracy wise), since the absolute differences of the accuracy measures are mostly limited to few percentage points, while the difference of running times are substantially larger. Additionally, let us consider the test that has shown the strongest statistically significant advantage for PedPhase w.r.t. REHCSTAR, that is recombination sensitivity of the second series (p-value 0.0086). In that case, PedPhase solved 85 instances: on 40 of them PedPhase achieved a better sensitivity, but on 19 instances REHCSTAR achieved better sensitivity (on 26 instances, the sensitivity is the same). This results hints that the two methods have different "comfort zones," hence suggesting at least two possible directions of further investigation: 1) to extend REHCSTAR to allow the enumeration of all the solutions with the minimum number of recombinations (or a subset of them) from which the best haplotype configuration can be selected with a maximum likelihood approach as also PedPhase 2.1 does, and 2) to design a portfolio-based implementation that executes different approaches and returns the best solution computed within a reasonable time. Finally, we recall that REHCSTAR is also able to take into account genotyping errors during the haplotyping process, but that we did not considered this aspect for sake of comparison with PedPhase 2.1, which is not able to deal with them.
Evaluation on a Real Genotyped Pedigree
In the last part, we evaluated our approach on a real genotyped pedigree. We designed this part of the experimentation to achieve the following aims: 1) to validate the minimum-recombinant and bounded-error model implicitly assumed in the formulation of the MRHCE problem, 2) to empirically prove that REHCSTAR can handle both genotypes collected at different densities and large, real-world pedigrees with a significant amount of untyped individuals.
To achieve these aims, we used a pedigree produced by the Italian Brown Swiss Breeders Association (ANARB) which describes part of a dairy cattle population. The pedigree (represented in Fig. 5 ) contains 207 individuals-130 males and 77 females-with 93 founders. Unlike human pedigrees, livestock pedigrees are composed by large families of half siblings. In fact, the pedigree contains two bulls that generated 17 and 15 offspring, respectively, while other 12 bulls generated 50 offspring. A second typical characteristic of livestock pedigrees is the presence of several individuals that are not genotyped. This is due to two reasons: First, the introduction of genotyping technologies for livestock species is recent; thus, most of the animals of the pedigree are not alive and cannot be genotyped. Second, the extraction of genotypes is quite expensive; hence, it is performed only on animals of higher commercial value, such as breeding animals. In our pedigree, we have the genotypes of only 105 males (and no females). Consequently, almost half of all genotypes are missing. Genotypes have been obtained from a BovineSNP50 BeadChip and were restricted to 2,570 loci on Chromosome 6.
To test the biological soundness of the model underlying the MRHCE formulation and the ability of REHCSTAR to process genotypes collected at different densities, we have prepared six instances from the original data by selecting six subsets of 50 original markers spaced at different distances d. Fig. 4 . Comparison of REHCSTAR with PedPhase 2.1 on instances with increasing missing probability . The other parameters are fixed as follows: n f ¼ 6, n g ¼ 3, m ¼ 100, and ¼ 2cM. Except for (g), each plot represents the median of a single measure of accuracy or performance versus the missing probability. The two solid lines refer to REHCSTAR and PedPhase 2.1 (on all instances each of them is able to solve), while the dashed line refers to REHCSTAR only on the instances which were also solved by PedPhase 2.1.
If the MRHCE formulation correctly models the HI problem, then the solutions computed by REHCSTAR on the instances with higher distance will induce more recombinations and/ or errors than the ones computed on instances with lower distance, since the data span a larger portion of the genome. The first subset has distance d ¼ 1 or, in other words, is composed by the first 50 original markers. The second subset has distance d ¼ 2 (i.e., we selected every other marker), the third has distance d ¼ 10 (i.e., we selected one marker every 10 original subsequent markers), and the other three have distance d ¼ 15; 20; 25, respectively. The genotypes used in the experimentation have been obtained by restricting the original genotypes to the subsets of selected markers. This process simulates genotypes collected at different "densities." To test our hypothesis, we ran REHCSTAR over the six instances with different bounds on the maximum number of errors in order to find the haplotype configuration with the smallest number of recombinations. Differently from the first two experimental parts, we used clasp 2.0.3 as an external SAT solver since it also implements an efficient multithreaded search, which speeds up the computation.
As expected, the results of this experiment (Table 2 ) reveal a clear trend: genotypes with high intramarker distance (i.e., low-density genotypes) require considerably more recombinations and/or errors than high-density genotypes. In fact, it was possible to find a haplotype configuration with a single genotyping error (and no recombinations) that solves the instance with the highest density (d ¼ 1), while 22 recombinations and one error were needed in the solution of the medium-density instance (d ¼ 15), and 33 recombinations and one error were needed in the lowest density instance (d ¼ 25). More importantly, the results of this experimental part indicate the importance of explicitly modeling genotyping errors in the phasing process since a solution with spurious recombinations is possibly computed if they are not taken into account. Conversely, the results stress the importance of the phasing process for detecting potential genotyping errors, especially for pedigrees with many untyped individuals, since phase information can be used to locate unusual patterns of inheritance. In fact, the instance with the highest density (d ¼ 1) presents an emblematic case. For this instance, REHCSTAR computed a haplotype configuration which induces four recombinations and no errors (first row of Table 2 ) or a haplotype configuration which induces no recombinations and one error (second row). A manual inspection provided evidence of a genotyping error in the data. In fact, we can obtain the second configuration from the first by applying some local modifications needed to replace four recombinations with a single error. More precisely, these recombination events are located in relatives of the individual where the error is located and appear in neighboring loci. However, since almost half of the pedigree is untyped, this error does not lead to Mendelian inconsistencies and it is hardly detectable without considering the phase information. The same case, on the same individual and locus, also appears in the instance with distance d ¼ 2, supporting our previous considerations.
Finally, we notice that some of the low-density instances (d ! 15) have not been optimally solved within a time limit of 72 hours due to the low amount of genetic linkage among the loci. However, REHCSTAR was able to provide both a suboptimal solution and a lower bound on the number of recombinations that can be used to compute an empirical approximation ratio of the suboptimal solution. Moreover, REHCSTAR is also able to partition the input genotypes in fixed-length smaller blocks and this feature could be used to tackle these low-density instances.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of the three experimental parts support the soundness of the model and the feasibility of the approach. In fact, REHCSTAR has computed solutions with good accuracy on simulated instances even in limit cases (pedigrees with many recombinations and errors and/or many untyped loci) and, on real instances, was able to detect genotyping errors that are hardly detectable without considering phase information. The comparison of REHCSTAR with Ped-Phase 2.1 showed that the difference in accuracy is negligible when the fact that errors are included in the model and that REHCSTAR is more scalable is taken into account. The first column indicates the maximum number of errors (parameter e of MRHCE) that are allowed. Each other cell either indicates the number of recombinations (r) and errors (e) in the resulting haplotype configuration or the best bounds for r and e computed within the time limit.
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